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Fresnel diffraction at a straight edge is revisited for nonlinear acoustics. Considering the penumbra
region as a diffraction boundary layer governed by the KZ equation and its associated jump relations
for shocks, similarity laws are established for the diffraction of a step shock, an ‘‘N’’ wave, or a
periodic sawtooth wave. Compared to the linear case described by the well-known Fresnel
functions, it is shown that weak shock waves penetrate more deeply into the shadow zone than linear
waves. The thickness of the penumbra increases as a power of the propagation distance, power 1 for
a step shock, or34 for an N wave, as opposed to power1

2 for a periodic sawtooth wave or a linear
wave. This is explained considering the frequency spectrum of the waveform and its nonlinear
evolution along the propagation, and is confirmed by direct numerical simulations of the KZ
equation. New formulas for the Rayleigh/Fresnel distance in the case of nonlinear diffraction of
weak shock waves by a large, finite aperture are deduced from the present study. ©2003
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1610454#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Cb, 43.25.Jh@MFH#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffraction occurs in case of localized singularities
the geometrical approximation. These singularities can b
different types~Berry, 1981!: infinite amplitude~caustics!,
discontinuity of the amplitude~shadow boundary produce
by either a smooth or a sharp edge! or of the phase~so-called
phase dislocations!, and, for optical waves, polarization sin
gularities. In the case of caustics, Berry~1976! has fruitfully
related it to the mathematical theory of catastrophes~Thom,
1972!.

Belonging to the class of amplitude discontinuities, o
of the simpliest and most studied singularities is Fresnel
fraction of a wave at a straight edge. The geometrical
proximation predicts an abrupt discontinuity, the undiffract
wave on the illuminated side suddenly vanishing when
tering the shadow zone. Diffraction effects take place aro
the shadow boundary, inside thepenumbra, to match con-
tinuously the geometrical wave to the shadow zone. Follo
ing his 1816 memoir, awarded a prize by the Paris Scie
Academy in 1818, on diffraction fringes in the shadow zo
Fresnel, in subsequent works~collected in 1866!, calculated
the diffraction caused by straight edges, small apertures,
screens, and introduced the functions now bearing his na
For modern presentations, the reader is referred to the
books of Born and Wolf for optics~1975! or Pierce~1981!
for acoustics.

The Fresnel function can also be recovered using
method of matched asymptotic expansions. Considering
penumbra region around the shadow boundary as a diff
tion boundary layer, in this elongated region, the parax
approximation of the wave equation describes the inner
lution, which is matched to the undiffracted plane wave~the
outer solution! far off the penumbra~Buchal and Keller,
1960; Zauderer, 1970!. This presentation will be briefly re

a!Electronic mail: coulouvr@ccr.jussieu.fr
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called in Sec. II, as it will be further used as a reference c
to which nonlinear effects will be compared. The method
matched asymptotic expansion has also been successfull
plied to other types of singularities. The description of t
field around a fold caustic~the simplest of any caustic! by
means of matched asymptotic expansions was introduce
the same article of Buchal and Keller~1960!. This approach
has since been extensively used, and numerous example
be found in the books of Bouche and Molinet~1994!, or
Borovikov and Kinber~1994!.

A key advantage of the matched asymptotic expansio
that it can also be extended to nonlinear acoustics. The n
linear counterpart of the paraxial approximation is the we
known KZ equation~Zabolotskaya and Khokhlov, 1969!. It
is recalled in Sec. III, and completed by original derivati
of the associated shock jump relations, as we are espec
interested in weak shock waves here and neglect any abs
tion phenomenon which would have here only a negligi
effect. The KZ equation was introduced initially to mod
finite-amplitude bounded beams~for a review, refer to
Hamilton, 1998!. A main advantage of the paraxial approx
mation is the subsequent one-way assumption, allowing
to solve the KZ equation numerically by advancing plane
plane away from the source. Also, omitting diffraction, th
KZ equation reduces to the inviscid Burgers’ equation, a v
well-known equation for which reliable numerical algo
rithms have been developed, as proved by comparisons
exact solutions of weak shock theory. The coupling of bo
advantages has been used for the design of efficient co
either in the frequency~Frøysaet al., 1993! or in the time
domain ~Lee and Hamilton, 1995!. Finally, despite the
paraxial approximation, several comparisons with expe
ments have shown the high precision of the KZ equati
which is able to reproduce the finest details of the field ra
ated by large emitters at the fundamental and harmonic
1749749/9/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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quencies, either the main axis oscillations or the sidelo
~Hamilton, 1998!.

However, the scope of application of the KZ equation
much more general, as it can model many diffraction effe
localized along singularities, such as the Fresnel diffract
~as shown in the present study!, the tip of finite fold caustics
~Marchiano, 2003!, or cusped caustics~Cramer and Seebas
1978; Coulouvrat, 2000!. A generalized version of the KZ
equation models nonlinear diffraction in the shadow zone
an upward-refracting atmosphere~Coulouvrat, 2002!. Omit-
ting the propagation term in this generalized equation, it
duces to the nonlinear Tricomi equation modeling the foc
ing of weak shock waves at fold caustics~Guiraud, 1965!.
Another key point is that nonlinear similarity laws can eas
be deduced by this approach. The so-called Guiraud’s sim
tude shows that the maximum amplitude of a step sh
focusing at a fold caustic varies as the power 4/5 of
amplitude of the incoming wave, obviously a nonlinear la
The same power law can be demonstrated at the tip of a fi
fold caustic. For a cusp caustic, there is a similar law~Cou-
louvrat, 2000!, which deviates even more from the linear la
with a power 2/3. Therefore, there are numerous exam
where intimate coupling between diffraction and nonlinea
ties occurs.

The objective of the present study is to provide a n
example of such a coupling, devoted to nonlinear penum
diffraction around a shadow boundary. The ingredients of
study will be the same as those described above: the no
ear paraxial KZ equation and similitude rules for simp
wave profiles. Compared to caustics, however, the singu
ity of the geometrical approximation is smoother here,
amplitude being discontinuous instead of infinite. Therefo
the coupling will be different too. For caustics, nonline
effects play a key role in limiting the amplitude of the fo
cused shock. For straight-edge diffraction, nonlinearities w
be shown to modify the spatial extent of the diffracted zo
~penumbra!. Indeed, it will be demonstrated~Sec. IV! that
the way a weak shock wave is diffracted strongly depends
the overall time waveform. For cases of importance~‘‘N’’
wave or step shock!, the diffraction boundary layer aroun
the shadow boundary thickens more rapidly for weak sh
waves than for linear waves. In other words, and this is
key result of this study, diffracted shock waves penetr
deeper into the shadow zone. Revisiting Fresnel laws alm
two centuries later, we could say that nonlinearities enha
diffraction. The degree of this enhancement can be relate
the nonlinear evolution of the frequency spectrum of the
diffracted wave. This theoretical result, obtained witho
solving explicitly the KZ equation, will be nicely confirme
in Sec. V by direct numerical simulations. With this in view
a new time-domain algorithm solving the inviscid KZ equ
tion has been designed, with special emphasis on nonli
effects~linear diffraction being handled in the same way
by Lee and Hamilton, 1995! which are solved exactly usin
weak shock theory for the potential, as suggested by Ha
Heafeli, and Kulsrud~1969! for sonic boom applications
Finally, new expressions for the Rayleigh/Fresnel distanc
an aperture of finite size will be deduced from the results
the present study. In the future, this may elucidate some n
1750 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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linear behaviors of finite-amplitude beams, thus returning
the original application of the KZ equation.

II. LINEAR FRESNEL DIFFRACTION AT A STRAIGHT
EDGE

In a two-dimensional, homogeneous, and inviscid flu
of ambient densityr0 and sound speedc0 , a plane wave is
incident normally on a perfectly thin, rigid, and semi-infini
screen. TheOx axis is oriented towards the direction of th
incident wave, while theOy axis is parallel to the screen, th
origin being at its edge~Fig. 1!. According to the geometrica
acoustics approximation, the plane wave would propag
unaffected by diffraction in the upper half-spacey.0, while
no acoustic field would exist in the shadow zoney,0. The
shadow boundaryy50 would be a singular line, the field
amplitude being discontinuous there. Indeed, this is onl
crude approximation: across this boundary, diffraction effe
take place to match continuously the plane wave to
shadow zone. Thispenumbraregion can easily be describe
by matched asymptotic expansions. As the penumbra~the
inner region! is close to the shadow boundary, the parax
approximation of the wave equation can be used at first o

]2P

]X]t
5

]2P

]Y2
, ~1!

where the dimensionless acoustic pressure isP
5pa /r0c0U0 , pa being the acoustic pressure andU0 the
velocity amplitude of the incident field. The dimensionle
retarded time is denotedt5v(t2x/c0), v being the wave
pulsation. The transverse variabley is scaled by a~yet un-
specified! lengthL:Y5y/L, and the longitudinal one by the
associated Fresnel distanceX5x/D, with D52vL2/c0 . For
a pure monochromatic wave, one hasP(X,Y,t)
5 P̂(X,Y)exp(2it), so that

2 i
] P̂

]X
5

]2P̂

]Y2
. ~2!

Indeed, the problem does not depend on any transverse s
so the solution should be independent from the arbitr
quantityL. Therefore, the pressure field should be sough
a function of h5Y/AX, a combination independent ofL.
This yields the following equation:

FIG. 1. Weak shock wave diffraction: Geometry of the problem.
F. Coulouvrat and R. Marchiano: Nonlinear Fresnel diffraction
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FIG. 2. Fresnel self-similar linear so
lution ~continous line! and geometrical
approximation~dotted line!.
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dP̂

dh
52

d2P̂

dh2
, ~3!

with the boundary conditions

P̂~h→1`!51, ~4!

matching the field far from the shadow boundary to t
transmitted plane wave unaffected by diffraction~the geo-
metrical approximation, or in terms of matched asympto
expansion, the outer expansion!. The boundary condition in
the shadow zone is simply

P̂~h→2`!50. ~5!

The solution of Eq.~3! is expressed in terms of the Fresn
integrals

P̂5aFCS h

A2p
D 1 iSS h

A2p
D G1b, ~6!

where C(x)5*0
x cos(pt2/2)dt and S(x)5*0

x sin(pt2/2)dt.
The two constantsa and b are determined according to th
boundary conditions Eqs.~4! and ~5!, leading to the self-
similar solution

P̂5
1

2 S 11~12 i !FCS h

A2p
D 1 iSS h

A2p
D G D . ~7!

The fact that the pressure field is self-similar and depend
the variableh only, illustrates the existence of adiffraction
boundary layeraround the shadow boundary, whose thic
ness grows as the square root of the distance from the ti
the edge. Right on the singular line~h50! P̂51/2, the pres-
sure field is simply half the incident wave. Deep inside t
shadow zone~h→2`!, one has

P̂'
21

hAp
expF i S p1h2

4 D G :
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the shadow field emanates from the edge wave diffracte
the tip of the screen and decaying as a cylindrical wave
cording to Huygens principle. This well-known Fresnel s
lution Eq. ~7! is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing the characte
istic diffraction fringes near the shadow boundary observ
by Fresnel himself.

III. THE KZ EQUATION AND THE ASSOCIATED
SHOCK RELATIONS

In nonlinear acoustics, the paraxial approximation of t
wave equation is the well-known KZ equation~Zabolotskaya
and Khokhlov, 1969!

]2P

]X]t
2

]2P

]Y2
5

]2

]t2 S P2

2 D . ~8!

Contrary to the linear case, in the nonlinear case there d
exist a physical scaleD for propagation along the acoustic
axis, which is the shock formation distanceD51/bkM, with
b511B/2A, B/A being the nonlinearity parameter andM
5U0 /c0 the acoustical Mach number. The correspond
transverse scaleL is therefore given by:L51/kA2bM .

In the nonlinear, inviscid case, shock waves are likely
happen. Therefore, the KZ propagation equation is insu
cient to solve the problem and must be supplemented
shock jump relations. These relations could be deduced f
the general Rankine–Hugoniot shock relations~see, for in-
stance, Landau and Lifshitz, 1959!, applying on them the
same asymptotic process enabling one to derive the
equation from the Euler fluid equations. However, a mo
straightforward derivation is proposed below, following th
method of Whitham~1974!. Indeed, an equivalent weak for
mulation of a balance law (]a/]t)1div b50 ~where gener-
ally, but not necessarily,t is time andx is space! compatible
with shock waves is obtained by integrating it over a volum
V of surfaceS:]/]t***Va(x,t)dx5**Sb(x,t)"n dS. Now,
1751F. Coulouvrat and R. Marchiano: Nonlinear Fresnel diffraction
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assuming the existence of a shock wave located on surfaS
with unit normal vectorN oriented from side 1 to side 2 an
moving at speedW ~Fig. 3!, the usual jump relation satisfie
across the shock wave can be proved

2W@a#5@b#•N, ~9!

where@ f #5 f 22 f 1 is the notation for the jump of any quan
tity f across the shock andW5W"N is the shock norma
speed.

The KZ equation can be expressed in the form of t
balance equations of the form below:

]P

]X
5

]U

]Y
1

]

]t S P2

2 D , ~10a!

05
]P

]Y
2

]U

]t
, ~10b!

in which the variables (t,x,y) are identified with (X,Y,t),
a5P, and b5(U,P2/2) for the first conservation equatio
Eq. ~10a!, anda50 andb5(P,2U) for the second one, Eq
~10b!. Physically,U is simply the~dimensionless! transverse
acoustic velocity in the directionY associated with diffrac-
tion effects, and Eq.~10b! is the usual linearized momentum
equation in the transverse direction. Applying general ju
relations~9! to Eqs.~10! yields

05@P#NY2@U#Nt

~11!
2W@P#5@U#NY1@P2/2#Nt .

For the parabolic equation, the role of time is played by
propagation variableX. Therefore, the shock wave is consi
ered as a lineYS(t,X) in the two-dimensional space (Y,t),
with normal vectorN5(NY ,Nt), evolving with the propa-
gation variableX. From Eqs.~11!, it is possible to eliminate
the jump of transverse velocity, so as to get

2WNt5NY
21^P&Nt

2, ~12!

where ^P&5(P11P2)/2 is the mean value of the pressu
across the shock. In the one-dimensional case,N5~0,1! and
the jump relation Eq.~12! reduces to the well-known wea
shock relation for the inviscid Burgers’ equationdtS /dX
52^P&, or its equivalent geometrical form known as th
‘‘law of equal areas.’’

FIG. 3. Notations for shock jump relations.
1752 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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IV. SIMILITUDE LAWS FOR DIFFRACTED WEAK
SHOCK WAVES

In a way similar to the linear self-similar Fresnel sol
tion Eq. ~7!, we are looking for self-similar solutions of th
KZ Eq. ~8! and associated shock relation Eq.~12! in the case
of an incident weak shock wave. Three cases are studie
step shock, an ‘‘N’’ wave, and a periodic sawtooth wave. T
geometrical approximation~the outer expansion! for these
three cases would be on the illuminated side (Y.0)

P~X,Y.0,t!5H 0 t,2X/2

1 t.2X/2,
~13a!

P~X,Y.0,t!5H 2t/~11X! utu,A11X

0 otherwise,
~13b!

P~X,Y.0,t!52t/~11X! utu,p ~13c!

~in the last equation, the pressure is periodic of period 2p!,
and 0 on the shadow sideY,0. Sufficiently far from the
edge of the screen (X@1), the quantityX11 can be identi-
fied with X in Eqs.~13b!–~13c!. Undiffracting solutions~13!
satisfy the inviscid Burgers equation and weak shock the

The inner solution in the penumbra must be solution
the KZ Eq.~8! and of the associated shock relation Eq.~12!.
Far from the penumbraY→1`, it must match the geometri
cal approximation Eq.~13! and vanish in the shadow zon
Y→2`. Searching for self-similar solutions, we introduc
the following rescaling:

P→P* P, X→X* X, Y→Y* Y, and t→t* t,
~14!

the quantities* denoting the rescaling amplitude of eac
corresponding variable. The rescaling~14! will leave the KZ
equation invariant providedP* 5t* /X* and Y* 5AX* t* .
The invariance of the matching condition to the geometri
approximation implies the conditions:

P* 51 andt* 5X* , and thereforeY* 5X* for the step
shock Eq.~13a!; t* 5AX* and P* 51/AX* , and therefore
Y* 5X* 3/4 for the N wave Eq. ~13b!; t*51 and P*
51/X* , and thereforeY* 5AX* for the sawtooth wave Eq
~13c!.

Hence, the self-similar solutions must be sought in
form

P~X,Y,t!5QS h5
Y

X
,u5

t

XD , ~15a!

P~X,Y,t!5
1

AX
QS h5

Y

X3/4
,u5

t

AX
D , ~15b!

P~X,Y,t!5
1

X
QS h5

Y

AX
,u5t D , ~15c!

respectively for an incident step shock Eq.~15a!, N wave Eq.
~15b! and periodic sawtooth wave Eq.~15c!. Substituting the
above forms in the KZ equation, we get the following equ
tions to be satisfied by the self-similar solutions, respectiv
for the step shock Eq.~16a!, the N wave Eq.~16b!, and the
periodic sawtooth wave Eq.~16c!:
F. Coulouvrat and R. Marchiano: Nonlinear Fresnel diffraction
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]Q

]u
1u

]2Q

]u2
1h

]2Q

]h]u
1

]2Q

]h2
1

1

2

]2Q2

]u2
50, ~16a!

]Q

]u
1

1

2
u

]2Q

]u2
1

3

4
h

]2Q

]h]u
1

]2Q

]h2
1

1

2

]2Q2

]u2
50, ~16b!

]Q

]u
1h

]2Q

]h]u
1

]2Q

]h2
1

1

2

]2Q2

]u2
50, ~16c!

with the following boundary conditions to match the ge
metrical acoustics:

Q~h→1`,u!5H 0 u,21/2

1 u.21/2,
~17a!

Q~h→1`,u!5H 2u uuu,1

0 uuu.1,

Q~h→1`,u!52u uuu,p. ~17c!

In the shadow zone, the field vanishes in all cases

Q~h→2`,u!50. ~18!

In time, for the step shock, the field is zero before t
wave arrives~causality! and tends to a constant value after
has passed

Q~h,u→2`!50, ]Q/]u~h,u→1`!50. ~19a!

For the N wave, the field is equal to zero before the wa
arrives~causality! and returns to zero after it has passed

Q~h,u→6`!50. ~19b!

For the sawtooth wave, the signal is periodic

Q~h,u!5Q~h,u12p!. ~19c!

Self-similar solutions must satisfy not only the KZ equ
tion, but also the jump relation Eq.~12!, as all solutions
exhibit shock waves. This is checked by using the s
similar form Eqs.~15! and introducing the instant of shoc
uS(h) as a function of the self-similar distance across
diffraction boundary layerh. This yields the following equa-
tion of the shock line, respectively, for the step shock, the
wave, and the sawtooth wave:

~YS ,tS!5~hX,uS~h!X!, ~20a!

~YS ,tS!5~hX3/4,uS~h!X1/2!, ~20b!

~YS ,tS!5~hX1/2,uS~h!!, ~20c!

where the variableh parametrizes the shock line at a fixe
position X. From this comes the shock-front speedW
5(]YS /]X,]tS /]X), the shock-front tangent vectorT
5(]YS /]h,]tS /]h), and the shock-front unit normal vecto
N5(2]tS /]h,]YS /]h)/uTu. Substituting this into Eq.~12!
yields the shock equation satisfied byuS(h) for the penum-
bra diffraction of, respectively, the step shock Eq.~21a!, the
N wave Eq.~21b!, and the sawtooth wave Eq.~21c!

uS~h!2h
duS

dh
1S duS

dh D 2

1^Q&50, ~21a!
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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1

2
uS~h!2

3

4
h

duS

dh
1S duS

dh D 2

1^Q&50, ~21b!

2
1

2
h

duS

dh
1S duS

dh D 2

1^Q&50. ~21c!

These first-order differential equations must be completed
the boundary condition matching the diffracted shock po
tion uS(h) to the undiffracted one ash→1`, uS(1`)
521/2 for the step shock,uS(1`)561 for the N wave,
anduS(1`)5p for the periodic sawtooth wave. This com
pletes the set of Eqs.~15!–~19! satisfied by the self-similar
solutions.

The main result of the present study is given by E
~15!. It demonstates that the linear Fresnel laws of diffract
are substantially modified in nonlinear acoustics. Especia
it is proved that the diffraction of weak shock waves
strongly dependent on the shape of the waveform. While
linear acoustics, the diffraction boundary layer thickness~the
penumbra! increases as the power1

2 of the distance from the
diffracting edge, this result may not be true anymore in no
linear acoustics. It remains so for the periodic sawtooth w
@Eq. ~15c!#, but the penumbra thickens as the power3

4 of the
distance in case of an N wave@Eq. ~15b!#, and even linearly
with the distance in case of a step shock@Eq. ~15a!#. Hence,
because of nonlinear effects, a diffracted step shock o
wave penetrates much deeper into the shadow zone th
linear or periodic sawtooth wave. For a step shock, that
sult could have been inferred easily from a basic dimens
argument. Indeed, the dimensionless variables (X,Y) of the
KZ equation both depend linearly on a typical wave numb
k. But, a step shock has no characteristic duration, and
problem should not depend on this arbitrary wave numb
Therefore, it can depend only on the ratioY/X, which is
independent fromk. The same reasoning explains the se
similar time variablet/X, also independent from any fre
quencyv. For an undiffracting N wave, the duration of th
signal increases~and therefore the frequency and the wa
number decrease! with the square root of the distance. A
according to the linear Fresnel law, the penumbra thickn
is proportional toAx/k, it becomes proportional tox3/4 since
k decreases withx1/2: the diffraction boundary layer has t
thicken faster than in the linear case to compensate for
nonlinear shift of the spectrum towards low frequency. O
the contrary, the frequency spectrum of the periodic sawto
wave remains constant, which explains why the penum
thickness is similar to the linear Fresnel law in this case.

For more complex incident waveforms, the prese
study based on self-similarity cannot be used as such. H
ever, significant effects are qualitatively expected. For
stance, after nonlinear evolution, a finite pulse will be
intermediate between the N wave, similar to the start and
end of the signal, and a periodic sawtooth wave, for its m
part. According to the above analysis, we can expect the s
and end of the signal to penetrate deeper into the sha
zone, where they will be reinforced relatively to the ma
part so that the envelope of the pulse will flatten there
more detailed analysis, likely to depend on the duration
the signal and the shape of its envelope, is beyond the sc
1753F. Coulouvrat and R. Marchiano: Nonlinear Fresnel diffraction



FIG. 4. Diffraction of an N wave. The penumbra solution of the nonlinear KZ equation is represented in physical dimensionless variables~horizontal: retarded
time t, vertical: transverse distanceY! at different distancesX from the screen. The pressure level is represented in gray scales.
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of the present analysis and would deserve further study r
ing on the numerical solver of the KZ equation presen
below. Finally, despite its essentially theoretical objecti
this study nevertheless demonstrates in practice that scr
are likely to be less efficient against weak acoustical sh
waves than could be expected from a purely linear analy
Their design to protect from such type of loud sounds sho
necessarily take into account nonlinear effects.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

To validate the theoretical results presented above,
compare them to a numerical simulation of the KZ equat
Eq. ~8!. The incoming pressure field is specified in the pla
of the screenX50

P~X50,Y,t!5H F~t! Y.0

0 otherwise,
~22!

with the incident waveform

F~t!5H 0 t,0

1 t.0,
~23a!

F~t!5H 2t utu,A1

0 otherwise,
~23b!

F~t!52t utu,p, ~23c!

respectively, for a step shock Eq.~23a!, an N wave Eq.~23b!,
and a periodic sawtooth wave Eq.~23c!. For a numerical
simulation, the KZ equation is expressed in terms of
potentialF(X,Y,t)5*2`

t P(X,Y,u)du

]2F

]X]t
2

]2F

]Y2
5

1

2

]

]t S S ]F

]t D 2D , ~24!

and is solved numerically advancing plane by plane aw
from the screen by small stepsDX. For each step, the split
step method is used. At first, only diffraction effects are co
sidered, and nonlinear ones on the right-hand side of Eq.~24!
are omitted. This linear equation is discretized in the ti
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domain by finite differences according to the scheme of L
and Hamilton~1995!. This provides a first estimation of th
solution in the new plane, taking into account only diffra
tion effects.

This estimation is improved by then omitting diffractio
effects and recovering nonlinear ones, so that the KZ eq
tion reduces to the inviscid Burgers’ equation for the pote
tial

]F

]X
5

1

2 S ]F

]t D 2

. ~25!

An analytical solution of Eq.~25! is known, based on the
implicit Poisson solution. In case of shocks, this soluti
may, however, be multivalued. Then, the physically adm
sible, single-valued solution is simply the maximum value
all multiple values, a test which is much simpler to impl
ment from a numerical point of view than the weak sho
theory, as in the Pestorius~1973! algorithm, or the law of
equal areas. This procedure for solving the Burgers’ equa
via the potential was used by Hayes, Haefeli, and Kuls
~1969! to determine sonic boom waveform distortion alo
acoustical rays launched by a supersonic aircraft. A full de
onstration of the properties of the potential is given by Co
louvrat ~2003!. It has been applied to nonlinear diffractio
problems in the case of shock wave focusing at fold caus
~Marchiano, Coulouvrat, and Grenon, 2003!, where the pres-
sure field satisfies the nonlinear Tricomi equation, which i
mixed-type transonic equation~elliptic/hyperbolic!. Com-
parisons to experimental simulations~Marchiano, Thomas,
and Coulouvrat, 2003! demonstrate the validity of this nu
merical approach.

Figures 4 and 5 present, respectively, the pressure
for a diffracted step shock or N wave at different distanceX
from the screen. The horizontal axis ist, the vertical one is
Y, the pressure levels are indicated by a gray scale. The w
diffraction in the penumbra, and its penetration inside
shadow zone is clearly observable in both cases. The s
similar aspect as expected from Eq.~15! is demonstrated by
Figs. 6 and 7, where thesamenumerical solution is repre
F. Coulouvrat and R. Marchiano: Nonlinear Fresnel diffraction



solution is

solution is
FIG. 5. Diffraction of a step shock. The penumbra solution of the nonlinear KZ equation is represented in physical dimensionless variables~horizontal:
retarded timet, vertical: transverse distanceY! at different distancesX from the screen. The pressure level is represented in gray scales.

FIG. 6. Diffraction of an N wave. The penumbra solution of the nonlinear KZ equation is represented in self-similar variables~horizontal:u, vertical:h! at
different distancesX from the screen. The pressure level is represented in gray scales. The invariance of the solution demonstrates the numerical
self-similar, in agreement with theory.

FIG. 7. Diffraction of step shock. The penumbra solution of the nonlinear KZ equation is represented in self-similar variables~horizontal:u, vertical:h! at
different distancesX from the screen. The pressure level is represented in gray scales. The invariance of the solution demonstrates the numerical
self-similar, in agreement with theory.
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sented in terms of the corresponding self-similar variableh
and u. In these variables, it is obvious that the numeri
solution of the KZ equation is independent from the prop
gation distance. In other words, it is indeed self-similar,
agreement with the theoretical laws, Eq.~15!. A more quan-
titative visualization of the self-similar aspect of the nume
cal solutions is illustrated by Figs. 8 and 9, showing t
position of the initial shock frontus(h) reported as a func
tion of the self-similar variablesh andu for different values
of X. The almost-perfect superposition of the different curv
proves that the numerical simulations of the KZ equat
satisfy the nonlinear self-similar rules, Eq.~15!.

VI. CONCLUSION

The theoretical analysis of Sec. III, confirmed by n
merical simulations of Sec. IV, demonstrates that diffract

FIG. 8. Position of the first shock front of the diffracted N wave~numerical
solution of the KZ equation! represented in self-similar variables~horizon-
tal: u, vertical:h! at different distancesX from the screen. The superpositio
of the different curves demonstrates the numerical solution is self-simila
agreement with theory.

FIG. 9. Position of the shock front of the diffracted step shock~numerical
solution of the KZ equation! represented in self-similar variables~horizon-
tal: u, vertical:h! at different distancesX from the screen. The superpositio
of the different curves demonstrates the numerical solution is self-simila
agreement with theory.
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of weak shock waves is intrinsically nonlinear and obe
similitude rules different from those of usual linear acousti
Especially, it is proved that the thickness of the penumbr
dependent on the incident waveform, as it has to adapt to
evolution of the wave spectrum propagating nonlinearly
off the shadow boundary. Consequently, a step shock or a
wave penetrates deeper into the shadow zone than a per
sawtooth wave: for weak shock waves, nonlinearities
hance diffraction.

An important consequence of this is a redefinition of t
Fresnel/Rayleigh length for the case of diffraction by a slit
finite aperturel 52a large compared to the wavelength. Th
Fresnel/Rayleigh lengthF can be estimated at the distance
which the two diffraction boundary layers emanating fro
each edge of the aperture do contact one another~Borovikov
and Kinber, 1994! ~Fig. 10!. All points located beyond this
distance will ‘‘feel’’ simultaneously both edge waves, whic
interfere in a transition between the near field and the
field. In linear acoustics, or for a periodic sawtooth wav
according to Fresnel self-similar solution, this gives 15h
5yA2k/x for y5a andx5F, so thatF5kl2/2. However, in
nonlinear acoustics, the same reasoning would giveF
5 l /A2bM for the Fresnel/Rayleigh distance of a step sho
and F5k1/3l 4/3/(4bM )1/3 for an N wave. In the case of a
step shock, it is of course independent from any freque
and depends only on the slit aperture~linearly! and wave
amplitude, while for an N wave it involves an unexpect
combination of frequency, aperture, and amplitude. For th
last two cases, as diffraction is enhanced by nonlinearit
the Fresnel/Rayleigh distance varies as a smaller power
the aperture~power 1 or 4/3 instead of 2!, so that the near
field will be of lesser extent than in the linear case.
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FIG. 10. Fresnel distance defined as the junction of the two penum
emanating from the two edges of the slit.
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